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Abstract - Electrical energy is an essential ingredient for the 

industrial and all round development of any country. It is 

covered from energy, because it can be generated centrally in 

bulk and transmitted economically over long distances. 

Further, for domestic and industrial applications it can be 

adapted easily and efficiently. The increasing 

industrialization, urbanization of life style has lead to 

increasing dependency on the electrical energy. This has 

resulted into rapid growth of power supply system. This rapid 

growth has resulted into few uncertainties. With the 

development of   power system, especially the opening of 

electric energy market, it becomes more and more important 

to control the power flow along the transmission line thus to 

meet the needs of power transfer. To overcome this 

uncertainties now a days the FACTS devices are implemented 

in transmission line. This project concentrates on control the 

power flow effectively through line using TCSC and enhances 

system stability. 
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I. Introduction- 
 

The main aim of this project is to design experimental 

based model for actual implementation of FACTS 

device TCSC, improve and control the power flow 

effectively through line using TCSC and to show the 

comparison of power flow improvement with and 

without TCSC. [1]  A TSCS consist of fixed capacitor 

which is parallel connected with thyristor controlled 

reactor(TCR). It can regulate the active an reactive 

power control. [2]  FACTS provide technical solution to 

address the new operating challenges being presented 

today. In recent years, power demand has increased 

substantially while the expansion of power generation 

and transmission has been several limited due to limited 

resources and environmental restriction. Now, more 

than ever, advance technologies are vital for the reliable 

and secure operation of power system. To attain both 

operational reliability and financial profitability, it has 

become clear that more efficient utilization and control 

of the existing transmission system infra structure is 

required, Better utilization of existing power system is 

provided through TCSC. [3] 

 

II. Modeling of TCSC- 

 
This device has been traditionally modeled as a 

thyristor controlled reactor in a parallel with a fixed 

capacitor, the reactor and capacitor are presented only 

by their corresponding reactance. Providing fixed-series 

compensation on parallel path to increase power 

transfer capability appears to be a feasible solution, but 

it may be increase total system losses. Therefore, it is 

advantageous to install a TCSC in transmission path, 

which can adapt its series compensation level to the 

instantaneous system requirements and provide a lower 

loss alternative to fixed series compensation. The series 

compensation provide by the TCSC can be adjusted 

rapidly ensure specified magnitudes of power flow 

along designated transmission line. This condition is 

evident from the TCSC effectively, that is ability to 

change its power flow as a function of its capacitive 

reactive setting. The variable series compensation is 

highly effective in both controlling power flow in the 

line and improving stability, design, model and 

implement the TCSC in power system model is 

simulation are performed using the MATLAB. The use 

of any such device can increase the level of power that 

can be transferred over a transmission corridor without 

endangering the system stability. Thyristor controlled 

series  

capacitor (TCSC) is a type of series compensator, can 

provide many benefits for the power system including 

controlling power flow in the line, damping power 

oscillations, and mitigating sub synchronous resonance. 

Shunt compensation is ineffective in controlling the 

actual transmitted power as given by, 

 

 

P=
����

�
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Where, 

E1= Sending end voltage 

E2= Receiving end voltage 

X= Line reactance 

�= Angle between end voltages 

� = ACtual transmitted power 

 

III. Model of TCSC- 

Thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC) device is a 

series compensated to govern the power flow by 

compensating the reactance of transmission line. Both 

capacitive and inductive reactance compensation as 

possible by proper selection of capacitor and inductor 

values of TCSC device which can be realized through 

reactance equation. A TCSC which vconsist of series 

compensating capacitor(C) shunted by a thyrisor 

controlled reactor (TCR). TCR is a variable inductive 

reactor (Xl) tuned at firing angle (α). The variation of 

XL with respect to α can be given by, 

 

Sr.No. Firing Angle(Degree) Power(Q) VAR 

1. 30 17.86 

2. 35 35.31 

3. 33 19.45 
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XL=2πfl 

When inductive reactance and capacitive reactance are 

equal at that time system voltage is balance. 

QL=QC 

               When inductive reactance is greater than capacitive 

reactance at that time voltage sag is in system. 

QL>QC 

When inductive reactance is less than capacitive 

reactance at that time voltage swell is in system. 

QL<QC 

IV. Calculation- 

Formulae- 

1. Inductive reactance(XL)=2��  

2. Capacitive reactance(XC)=
�

�!"#
 

3. Current(I)=
$%

�&
 

4. Reactive power(Q)=V I sin∅ 

 

V. Result- 

1. Without TCSC: 

 

 

 

2. With TCSC: 

Sr.No. Reactive Power(VAR) Compensated 

Reactive 

Power(VAR)  

1. 20.84 5.31 

2. 69.93 14.85 

3. 99.60 19.11 

 

VI. Conclusion- 

 

Power flow effectively controlled and improved of 

transmission line. Active power can be improved in 

transmission line by varying the firing angle of anti 

parallel thyristor of FACT device TCSC. 
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